Steelscape DesignScape live
Speaker 1:
Hi, and welcome back to another episode of DesignScape Live, a series of short educational videos on prepainted metal. So in episode one we learned about paint and how color is created. In today's episode, we will learn about how paint is applied to metal and why prepainted metal is such a desirable product for external building applications.

Speaker 1:
Unlike vehicle, interior paint or some household paints, metal is painted before it is formed into finished products. That's why it's called prepainted middle. Prepainting, or sometimes called coil coating, reflects a method of applying paint to metal. Paint is applied in a continuous process using rollers, enabling high consistency and tight quality control.

Speaker 1:
Prior to being painted, the metal is first cleaned using a chemical mix before coatings are applied using rollers. Following coating, the paint is baked on to create adhesion. This all happens at a lightning pace. Painted metal is produced at speeds ranging from 100 to 700 feet per minute depending on lines. Furthermore, the curing process or the baking process only takes around 15 to 30 seconds. Compare that to your painted wall at home.

Speaker 1:
The prepainted mental process offers a number of benefits to end users, including the surface is cleaned and treated prior to painting, enabling a tightly bonded finish and improved corrosion resistance. The paint is applied in a controlled and autonomous environment enabling high product consistency and quality. It's an efficient use of paint. A typical coil paint system is only 1.4 mils thick. By comparison, most other industrial cuttings are two to five mils thick. The paint line process is a closed loop system. This means that curing ovens capture and burn harmful volatile organic compounds. And finally, as metal is painted before fabrication, this coating must be hard, durable, and flexible. That is, it can be bent and formed into finished products without cracking or losing its coating.

Speaker 1:
While this process is efficient, offers tight quality control and creates a strong finished product, there are a couple of limitations to end users, including the process is rapid once running, but can take a while to set up, and this process is build on efficiencies of scale. What this means for end customers is that metal product manufacturers will typically only offer products from a set culture or alternatively may have minimum quantities, long lead times, and up-charges for custom colors.

Speaker 1:
So today we've learned about how paint is applied to metal and the advantages of this efficient quality control process. Join us in the next episode as we detail the different components of paint and why each layer is so important.

